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I. STANDARD EQUIPMENT

A. Olympus inverted Microscope (with plain stage) Model CKP

Model Name
cap -

L11 l—I+ .'—. Bi-II TI—I

Main Bod},r with revolving nosepiece, built—in
transformer and plain stage

1

Tsar—mg} Tube
Objectives Achromat 4X

I

Achromat 10X

Eyepieces BiCK'lOX, paired

'Binocnlar Tube D

Photo Eye'piece FKSX

Phase

Contrast

r.

Attachment
for 10K and 20X

I

Long-focus Phase Centrast
Condenser with ring slit mounts G

Phase Contrast
Objectives b PC-PLIOX

PC-PLZOX

Centering Telescope CT

Stage Extension Plates, paired

__£ta__ge Insert Plate

jiooden Case .

Stage Clips, paired

Illuminator with pillar

‘HI—Ir—I

r—I

Spare Bulbs, EU EA

Filters

Green, '36X50G-53

Cobalt, sexsoc
White Frosted, 36X50WF HHHMHHHHQiGOQDQHHI—‘GHH

I

|

I
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B. Olympus inverted Microscope {with cross movement mechanical stage)
Model CKC

l CKC -
Model Name -_ ""— ' ' '

81-1 81—11 Tr—I Tr-II

Main Body with revolving nosepiece, built-in -
1 ! 1 1 1

transformer and cross movement stage i
BinoCular Tube 1 I 1 . 0 a

_Trinoeular Tube 0 ' D 1

Objectives Achromat 4x 1 1 1 l 1
. Achromat 10X 1 1 1 l 1

Eyepiece BiCKlOX, paired 1 1 1 1

Photo Eyepiece F‘KSX O D 1 1

Phase Long-focus Phase Contrast

f" Condenser with ring slit mounts 0 1 I] 1rantraSt for 10.x and 20X
AttaChment Phase Contrast pc-pmox 0 i 1 0 1

. ObJECtIVES PC-PLZOX O : 1 I D 1

Centering Telescope CT 0 1 l i] 1

Wooden Case 1 1
I

1 1

Stage Extension Plate 1 . 1 1 1

Stage Insert Plate 1 l 1 1 1

Illuminator with pillar 1 l 1 1 1
_ ""———-r _

Spare Bulbs, EN 211 2 2 2 2

Green, 36XSOG-53 1 . 1 1 l

Filters Cabalt, 36X50C 1 1 1 1

1White Frosted, 36XSOWF 1 1 1 1

I Optional Accessories

Te'st Tube Holder Model CK—TH 1

Objective CZUX

Vertical Photo Tube Model E-PT
35mm Fhotomierographie (Zamora PM-fi

Photomierographic System Camera Pill-10

Photomicrographic Exposure Meter
Model EMM-VI

Phase Contrast Attachment
Model CK—PC-II



PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

Illuminotor

Eiopieae Phase Contrast
I Attachment

Hid—

Stage

f

I

Observation
Tube— _

Main Body ’ I
a Objective

__ _ __ “a. __

Transformer
—___. R evol vi n g No 5 e pi e c e.,___ .-

SPECIFICATIONS
Main Body: 5-step variable transformer built into the microscope base for pillar-

mounted high intensityr 12-watt illuminator. Revolving nosepiece with
triple holes, on ball bearing. Two large focus adjustment kflDbS locat-
ed low down assure accurate focusing. The back-lash-free rack-and-
pinion focusing range 15mm. Tension is instantly adjustable.

Observation Binocular tube, inclined 45°, rotatable through 360°, With rotation clamp—
TUbesi ing screw; both tubes provided with diopter and tube length adjustments;

interpupillarv distance adjustment from 55.5mm to 74mm.
Vertical photo tube with light path selector knob for instant transition
between observation and photomicrography.

Illuminotor: Tungsten lamp, 6V 2A, with centering device and thread for mounting
the long—focus phase contrast condenser. The pillar~mounted lamp house
incorporates a {oeusable condensing lens (working distance 60mm) with
iris diaphragm and a filter mount for blue, green andsor white frosted

filters. The lamp bracket can be moved vertically in a 146mm range to
accommodate any type of culture vessel, focus adjustment range 23mm.
The pillar can be installed on the front or back side of the stage.

Stages: The Model CKPs are provided with a built-on square plain stage with
two extension plates, insert plate and a pair of stage clips, while the
Model CKCs are. provided with a cross-movement mechanical stage, an
insert plate, extension plate. Cross movement range Tflmm 32' 56mm,

minimum vernier reading 0,1mm. The cross—movemEnt stage can be used
as a plain stage by removal of the specimen holder.
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NOMENCLATURE OF VARIOUS COMPONENTS

Main Body

Plain Sings-{fer CKF’] Cress Move-man? Stege [tier CKC}

Stage: Twe kinds at stage are available; ene is a plain stage hallt~er1 the hledel CKP,
and the ether a eress—rnevement stage built—en the Made! Ctr-1C

Haunting Hale fer estensien plate; The hele is previded en the right and left sides at
the plain stage, while the hele is previded en the
right side at the eress—mevement stagei

Revelving Nesepieee

Feeus Adjustment Kneh

Card [lelder

UpEning fer stage insert plate

Stage Clip

Ifllznservatien tuhe ‘vleunt
.‘riain Flwi'teh

Pilet Lamp: Its pea push the main switeh (IN, the pilet lamp and illuminater will
light.

‘v'eltage Adjustment Kneh: Centrels. the hull: veltage frem 3V te EU in E. steps.
Cress-Mevement Plate: Helds a stage slide an it.
ISear-rial Drive Central Knehs: Traversing area 55mm 3-: Tflmm.
Step Lever fer speeimen helder: Turning the lever eeuntereleekwise hp 90*, remeve

the speeirnen helder te make a plain stage.
Lew 1veltage Dutlet: .flteeepts the plugs at the illuminater eerd.

Greunding Terrninal

Line Card Seeket



B. Observation Tubes

Binocular Tube Trinoculur Tube

t1; Eve-piece Tubes
L53! Knurled Ring: Clamps. the observation tube on the mount thread of the main body.
£3“! Eyepiece Tube Mount: Holding the mounts with both hands, pull or push the mounts

as required for interpupillary distance adjustment.

{43' Clamping Screw: Clamps the observation tube at any direction through 360:.

{33' Optical Tube Length Adjustment. Ring
[6} Interpupillary Distance Scale

'E' Photo Tube
[3) Light Path Selector Knob: Push the knob to direct all the light to observation tube

or pull it all the wayr to direct the light to photo tube.

C. Illuminotor

L} rElocket'Clamping; Knob. Spring—loaded to clamp the socket. Pull it back to remove
the socket.

{3:12 Pillar. Permits the illuminator to travel in a vertical range of 146mm.
{3] Clamping Knob: Clamps the illuminator bracket to the pillar.
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Bracket: Supports the illuminator on the pillar.
Lamp House lIE'ight Indicator Mark: Align the bottom edge of the lamp house to the

mark for coarse focus adjustment of the illuminator.
Socket .
Bulb Centering Knobs: Two knobs are provided for bath CEntration.
Lamp House (“entering Knobs: Two knobs are provided for lamp house centration.
Condenser Lena FOCUS-ting Ring
Filter ftlount
iris Diaphragm Lever: Controls the aperture of iris diaphragm.

Mount Thread: Clamps the long—foCus phase contrast condenser.
Clamping Screw: Clamps the pillar to the stage.
Plugs: Connect to the lovt.r voltage outlet.

Phase Contrast Attachment
Centering Telescope CT Long-Focus Phase Contrast Phase Contrast

Condenser Dbiectives

it"

'1' Ring Slit .tlount' Hing slit (light annulus} is eenterable in this slide—in mount. 'l'tvo-
mounts are available for lttX and 20}: objectives.

3 Ring ailit Knob: Filide the mount into or out of the condenser with this knob.

3 Ring Slit Centering Knobs: Operate the centering knobs for centration of light
annulttS.

at: Mounting Thread: Screw the phase contrast condenser securely into the thread of
illuminatior.

_5_ Rotation Clamping Knob: Clamps the condenser in a manta-3r that the letters
“()I_,\-'MPUS” face the observer.

5 ‘-lount Clamping 1Knot): ri'lamps the ring slit mount.

ASSEMBLY
Attach the illuminater.

Fig. l Fig. 2

"l‘tvo dovetail grooves are provided on the underside of the stage so that the pillar can
be mounted either at the front or rear side Of the stage according “3 your microscopic
purpose. (Fig. 1 3t- El



{1) Slide the dovetail base of the pillar into the groove ("1? and tighten the clamping
screw "2-2:? with a steel bar provided. (Fig. 1)

{it} When the pillar is attached at the rear side of the stage, hook the illuminator card
on the cord holder 3 for convenience of your microscopy. (Fig. 2)

Mount the observation tube.
{1} Loosen the clamping screw.

(2) .‘t‘lounting the observation tube onto the observation tube mount. clamp the knurled
ring.

(5) Clamp the observation tube with clamping screw at any direction as desired.

Mount the objectives. (Fig. 3)
{1) Bring the nosepiece down to the lowest posi—

tion by menas of the focusing knob |:_:1'_": _

(2) Mount the objective '2} into the hole on the
nosepiece.
NOT E: It is convenient to insert the eyepiece
into the nearest hole to the observer. (Fig. 3)

Ingert
the eyepieces into the observation

to e. Fig. 3

Connect the electric cords.
[1} Ascertain the voltage control knob is set at “3” and that the main switch is OFF,

and then insert the plug of the line card into the line card socket.

{2) Insert the plugs of the illuminator cord into the low voltage outlet.

(3) Ground the mlCl’OSCOpE.

Take following steps, if necessary, in accordance with your microscopic
requirements.

(1) Insert the stage insert plate into the center
hole of the stage. (”when the specimen is
small)

(23) Insert a filter of your choice into the filter
mount of the illuminator. (when contrast
is maintained or increased)

(3) Attach the stage clips. (When the Specimen
is held on a slide glass)

{4) Attach the extensions to the stage. (When Fig. 4
the specimen is large) (Fig. 4)



VI.

(1)
(2)

(1)

l2)

(3)

(1)

(2}

(l)

OPERATING THE MICROSCOPE

Light the illuminotor
Push the main switch ON, and the pilot lamp and illuminator' will light.
Adjust. light intensity to suit your requirement.
NOTE: Avoid prolonged use of the light'source at voltages in the red zone. At the
following steps [35’ F. 8.; D, the specimen should be disengaged from the light path.

Center the lump house.
r‘iscertaining that the Specimen is removed
out of the light path, lower the illuminator
bracket until it stops.

Bring the 10X objective into the light path,
and close the iris diaphragm by turning the
iris diaphragm lever Iii—1?: to the half way.
(Fig. 5)

Remove the eyepieces from the observation
tube. Looking through the observation tube,
bring the image of diaphragm ring (Diag. be-
low) to the center of field by means of the
lamp house centering knobs if: .

lite—open the iris diaphragm, and adjust the centering knobs .;_§_j; until the small ring
of the iris diaphragm becomes a larger polygonal ring around the circular edge of
the field.

Determine the height of the lamp house
for proper illumination.
Loosen the bracket clamping screw ("2} with
one hand, while the bracket iii being sup-
ported by the other hand. (Fig. 6)

Align the lower edge of the bracket to the
mark ti: on the pillar, and tighten the
clamping screw firmly. .QD—x'; :

F' .
Center the light bulb. '9 5

Looking through the observation tube, center the filament image with two centering
knobs provided on the lamp socket. (Wag. below)

""‘-_



E. Focusing

(1) Put the'specimen into the light path.

{2) Insert the eyepieces into the observation tube, and bring the objective 102% into the
light path.
NOTE: Be sure to rotate the nosepiece only by its knurled ring.

(31) Bring the objective clot-3e to the specimen slowly with the focus adjustment knobs.

(4) Looking through the eyepieces, lower the objective slowly and focus on the specimen.

F.

(El

(d)

(4)

NOTE; When the objectives are changed, re—adjust'the condenser focusing ring for
avert illumination.
Always use the white frosted filter for 4X objective.

lnterpupillory Distance and Diopter Adjustments
in order to obtain perfect hinoeular vision through the eyepieees, it. is necessary to
adjust intetpupillary distance and dionter difference in eye acuity, otherwise, long
time observation would put considerable strain on the observer‘s eyes.

Hold the right and left eyepiece tubes with both hands and push the tubes together,
or pull them apart laterally, whichever is reguired, while looking through the eye—
pieces with both eyes, until perfect binocular vision is obtained.
tt-lemotise your interpupillary distance setting by the scale 1:1,? . (Fig. '7’)

Rotate the diopter ring -ijj'_:»ij': on the right eye-
piece tube to match the scale to your inter-
papillary distance you obtained from the
scale.

Look at the image through the right eyepiece
with your right eye and focus on the Specimen
with the focus adjustment knobs.

Nest, look at the image through the left eye
piece with your left eye and rotate the diopter

Fig. 7’ring 13:1: to focus on the specimen without using
the focus adjustment ring.
NOTE; (1) The interpupillary distance adjustment is necessary each time observers'

are changed, Pe—focusing is also necessary whenever the interpupillary
distance is changed.

(2) By completing this focus adjustment, the mechanical tube length is kept
best at 160mm.

Tension Adjustment of Focus Adjustment Knobs
ll’hile the focus adjustment motion is normally stiff and heavy, it is freely adjustable
for either heavy or light movement depending on the observer's preference. To adjust
the tension, hold the two adjustment knobs with both hands and rotate them in the
opposite directions at the same time.
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(1}

(2)

(if?)

[4)

(5}

Use of Filters
Green filter (36X50G-53): This filter is most recommended, since it aids in obtaining

photographs (BEE ll") of highest resolution and maximum
contrast.

I

Cobalt filter (36X50C): Use it as a daylight filter for specific application only when
it is desirable to emphasize yellow in the stained portion
of a Specimen.

White frosted filter This filter must be always used with the objective 4K to
[36X50W F):

Use of Aperture lris Diaphragm
eliminate uneven illumination.

An aperture iris diaphragm opened too wide impairs image contrast due to internal re—
flections and related factors. On the other hand, if the diaphragm is stopped down err-
cessively, resolution is undulyr reduced. It is therefore suggested to match the opening
of the aperture iris diaphragm to the numerical aperture of the objective in use in order
to achieve maximum objective performance. (See the optical data at the end of this
manual.)

Bulb Replacement
Pull out the socket clamping knob (12: and slide out the socket {2:3 . (Fig. 8)

Remove the bulb (3:: by slightly depressing it
against the seat and then rotating it counter-
clockwise.

Insert replacement bulb in reversed order.

Before use, wipe off thoroughly any finger-
prints or stains on the bulb.

Photamicragraphy
For photomicrographic work, the binocular
tube requires a vertical photo tube to con-
nect the photomicrographic equipment Model
Pill—5' or Phi-10 to the microscope. (For details, read the instruction manual for the
Model Pill-E: or Pill-10.)

Use of Phase Contrast Attachment

Fig. 3

Assembly
Attach the long—focus phase contrast condenser. Screw the phase contrast condenser
securely into the light exit thread at the bottom of the lamp house.

Loosen the rotation clamping knob of the phase contrast condenser and rotate the
condenser in such a manner that the letters “OLYMPUS” face the observer then clamp.

Insert a proper ring slit (light annulus) mount, corresponding to the magnification of
the objective in use, into the condenser from the front and tighten the mount clamp-
ing screw.
NOTE; Start with the 20X ring slit, because the 20X objective is used for alignment

of the light annulus and the phase annulus.
Remove the standard objectives from the revolving nosepiece and mount the phase
contrast objectives.

Bring the lamp house into position for proper illumination. Set the lower edge of the
lamp bracket, supporting the lamp house, 35mm above the mark on the pillar, and
tighten the bracket clamping screw securely.



2.
(1)

(2)

t3)
t4}

(8)

Phase Contrast Microscopy
Lower the condenser lens approximately 5mm from its top position by means of the
condenser lens focusing ring. _
MUTE; If the illumination is uneven, turn the knurled ring to adjustthe condenser
height, with the iris diaphragm at full open, until even illumination is obtained.
Swing the 20X phase contrast objective into the light path and insert the ring slit
mount for the 20X objective.

Place specimen on the stage and focus.

Remove one of the eyepieces from the observation tube, and insert the centering
telescope into the observation tube.

Rotate the top lens assembly of the centering telescope to bring the bright ring
(light annulus) and the dark ring (phase annulus) into focus.

Operate the centering knobs until light annulus and phase annulus are concentric
and superimposed. (Diag. below)

Q ::>
Phase annulus and light annulus are initially aligned with the 20X phase contrast
objective.
Before re-insertion of the eyepiece into the observation tube, move your head to the
right or left to ascertain that the images of phase and light annuli are correctly
superimposed; if not, move the illuminator up and down to eliminate eccentricity.

Remove the centering telescope, and insert the eyepiece back into the eyEpiece tube.

Repeat this procedure for the 10X phase contrast objective, using the ring slit mount
for the 10X objective.
r‘lfter initial alignment of both ring slit mounts only occasional touch ups are requir-
ed to maintain ring alignment.
NOTE: ' Always use the frosted filter which can be inserted into the filter mount in

the lamp house.
' The standard Petri dish (small size) is 1_2mm thick. and optimum thickness

of specimen (culture medium) is 3mm.
(Ref. A large size Petri dish is 1,8mm thick.)

'_: Open the iris diaphragm to maximum aperture.
In case the illumination intensity is insufficient for the 20X objective
observation, the frosted filter can be removed-



VII. OPTICAL DATA

I
I“'-._'Pbl'3CtIVE I

Initial magnification ACIL 4X
I

ACh- 10X (DCP%?:U

9.. Numerical aperture 0.10 0.25 0.40—-
has.“ limiting-distance (mm) 19.8?— 5.40 1.60

Eyepiece Focal ieSgih (mm) 2920 15.93 9.15
_Ei{ifi3<_w'

II
Total magnification Eioxm "leash—”99%

Fflfglflfggth Estigiim (,9) 124.2 29.9 9.3
Field number Field of view (mm) 4.3 1.?2 0.86

1?.2

VIII. MAINTENANCE
Moisture and dust are the most deadly factors to microscopes, so that microscopes
should be kept in containers immediately after use. If this is not possible, they
should be covered with the vinyl dust cover provided. As for objectives and eye-
pieces, it is best to keep them in desiccators. Failing this, they should be kept in
cases containing such desiccants as silica gel. After the eyepieces are removed
from the microscope, the vacant eyepiece tubes should be covered with protective
caps. By no means should a microscope be disassembled for repairs. This should
be left to the Olympus repair service.
Microscopes must always be kept clean. Fine dust on parts that cannot be reached
by hand should be blown or wiped off by means of an air blower or a clean feather.
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